In this paper we proe some new existence theorems for differential inclusions with a nonconvex right -hand side, which is lower semicontinuous or continuous in the state variable, measurable in the time variable and takes volucs in a finite or infinite dimensional separable Pmch space.
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N. S. PAPAGEORGIOU The purpose of this paper is to prove existence theorems for differential inclusions governed by nonconvex valued, lower semicontinuous orientor fields which take values in a separable Banach space. Until now, most of the existence theory for differential inclusions was developed for upper semicontinuous, convex valued orientor fields with values in n. However lower semicontJnuous, nonconvex valued orienror fields appear often in control theory in connection with the bang-bang principle. So it is important to have existence theorems for differential inclusions governed by such orientor fields.
2.PRELIMINARIF.
Let (,2) be a measurable space and let X be a separable Banach space, with X being its topological dual. We will use the following notation.
Pf(X) {A _C X" nonempty, closed}.
For A E 2X\c). we r}. This is equivalent to the Kuratowski measure of nonconq>actness [7] (see also Banas-(;oebel [8] e FCt,Ct))} Co) x o By a solution of ) we understand an absolutely continuous function x T X satisfying () for almost all t T.
Our first existence result is the following" [9] , theorem 3, p. 3). In the sequel we will al,:ays consider Br__fXo) with the were topology'. Let L Br..iXo Pf(I2.(T))_X be the mtl] ti function defined by L(x) S(.,x). Our claim is tha L(.) is 1.s.c. From Delahaye-Deel [10] we know that it suffices to sl,ow t.hat tot any x already said, implies the lower semicontinuity of L(-). Hence we can now apply theorem 3.1 of Fryszkowski [11] and deduce that there exists $ Br(XO) [,(T) continuous s.t. 8Cx) 6 LCx for x e BrCXo). set f(t.x) $Cx)C t) and consider the following single valued Cauchy problem CfCs,RCs))) _< wCs.CRCs )))a.e. T. But recall (see [8] ) that TCR) sup TCRCt)). So 
Set z(t) Ilx(t)ll
2 + 1. Thenz(t) t IIx(t)ll 2 + 1] 211x(t)ll Ix(t)la.e. Since d--qtlx (t)ll _< l(t)ll we get that d -zCt) _< 211xCt)ll[aCt)ll + bCt)] 211xCt)llEaCt)llx(t)ll + bCt)]a.e, on {tl,t2)-Because llx(t)ll > I 1 on {tl,t2) we have that d "zCt 2[aCt)Cllx(t)ll2 + 1) + bCt)CllxCt)ll 2 + 1)] 2[a{t) + b(t)]z(t)a.e, on (tl,t2).
Since for t t (tl,t2) we already have that IIx(t)ll (_ I, REMARKS" 1) If T R+ then we divide it into subintervuls T [n-l,n]. Then on T [0,1] we consider the Cauchy problem () and find a solution Xl(-). (h, T 2 [1,2] we consider gain () but with initial condition x(1) Xl(1 ). Continuing this way we obtain a sequence of partial solutions {Xn(')}n defined on Tn n )_ 1, which vhen pieced together give us the global solution on +.
2) I the domain o F(',') is TXBr(XO), then local versions o those results are valid.
3) The above theorems as well as the one tl't follows extend significantly earlier results obtained by Bressan [12] , Kacz3mski-Olech [13] and Lojascwicz [14] . e will conclude this work with an existence result concerning continuous orientor-fields on separable Ba_ch space X. But first we need to introduce the concept of a semi-inner product. But then from the definition of F(.,') we bve that for all F (t0xCt)) FCt,x(t)) tET => x(') solves ().
Q.E.D.
In this paper we extended the works o Kaczyski-Olech [13] , Brcssan [12] and Lojasicwicz [14] . In particular theorems 3.1 and 3.4 provided infinite dimensional versions of those results,which are important in studying distributed parameter control systems, characteristic of mechanics and mathematical physics. On the other hand in theorems 3.2 -und 3.3 which are finite dimensional, we have less restrictive hypotheses than [12] , [13] and [14] . Specifically our orientor field F(',,) satisfies Caratheodory type conditions while in [12] and [14] F(*,*) is jointly lower-semicontinuous and in [13] iz is Hausdorff continuous in zhe state variable x. Furthermore our boundedness hypothesis is more general than thie of [12] mid [14] where the orientor field stays within a fixed ball o radius H > O, while in [13] F(*,*) is integrably bounded.
